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sw?n BACK63° - EFFECTIVENESS AI!SUPERSONIC SPEEDS OF A

30=Hlz?- CHORD,5GmcEm? SEMISPAN EIEVOI?

AS A IATERAL CONTROL DEVICE

By Robert N. Olson and MerriJJ H. Mead

SUMM4RY “
.

The effectiveness of a >percentiemispan, constamt+ercen%chord
eleven and of upper+urface spoilers as lateral+ontml devices for a

. wing-fuselage cmibination employing a wing swept back 63° has been
determined e~rimentally for the range of Mach n~ers from 1.2 to 1.7
at a Reynolds nuni’erof 1.5 million. The results are compared with

. calculated values’of the rolling+nomentieftectiveness parame--r CZ
fas obtained by the a~lication of the linearized theory of superson c

flow.

For the eleven, results indicate that only about half of the
ro~~nt effectiveness predicted by linear theory was realized.
The variation of Mach nrmiberhad little effect on the rdli~-ment

effestiveness of the eleven over the range investigated (Mkch nmibers
of 1.2 to 1.7). Increasing sngle of atkck in the range of 0° b 10°
had a moderate, adverse effect on the roUin&noment effectiveness of
the eleven at a Mach number of 1.2; however, this effect dhinished
with increasing Mach number and became inappreciable in the range of
1.5 to 1.7 Mach number. The lateral-ontrol charactiris,ticsof the
eleven were little affected by variation of sideslip angle in the range
from 5° to ~. Eleven deflection produced small adverse yawing mments
at positive angles of attack, which were of such smll magnitude as to
be of little concern.

The upper-surface spoilers, having a mayimum projection equal to
the maximum wing-section thickness, were found to beinferior to the.
elevens for lateral
effectiveness above

control of this model because of .a rapid loss in
an angle o? attack of 4°.
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The present eleven was found to be more
control of this wing=uselage combination if

NACA RM A50K07

than adequste for rolling
the wing were rigid; how-

ever, aeroelastic effects, computed from an a~roximate strip theory,
were found to influence the rolling effectiveness of the eleven to the
extent that structural considerationswould be of prime importance in
the final estimation of required eleven size.

INTRODUCTION

An investigationwas made to determine means of attaining adequate
lateral and longitudinal control for a wing-fuselage combination
designed I’orefficient flight at supersonic speeds. This wing-fuse-e
combination, designed according to the theory advanced by Jones in ref-
erence 1, employed a wing of aspect ratio 3.5, taper ratio 0.25j and
63° sweepback of the leading edge. The results of wind-tunnel tests at
supersonic speeds to determine the effectiveness of a S@ercent chord,
5Q+percen&-semispaneleven as a longitudinal control for this wing-
fuselage combination are presented (along with drag and hinge+noment
data) in reference 2. The present report presents the results of a

_.

wind-tunnel investigation at supersonic speeds to determine the lateral-
control characteristics of this eleven. The lateral-control characte=

..-
-

istics of upper-surface, .50-percen+sen@3pan,
also investigated.

l’?o’I!A!tToN

All niomentcoefficients were referred to
the origin located at the quarter+hord point
chord pro~ected to.the.fuselage center line.

outboard spoilers were ——

“

tbe stability axes with
of the mean aerodynamic _

.-—

cl rolling4mme
( ).

~t ~04ficient rolling moment
qsb

cl dampingamment coefficient in roll; the rate of change of rolling- -
P moment coefficient C’z with wing-tip helix angle pb/2V, per

radian

%5 eleven rolling+umentieffectiveness parameter for constant angle of

att45\
\ab

Cn yawing4noment

aerodynamic

coefficient referred to quarter-chord point of mean

.

.
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Mach number (V/a)

Reynolds number (pVF/p)

wing area, sqwe feet

airspeed, feet per second

speed of sound, feet per second

wing span, feet

()

lb” “@ , feet
W= mean SErO-C chord 0

Jb/’c @
o

10Cd wing chord

aW@arvelocity

measured parallel to plane of symmetry, feet

h rolL, radians per second

w5ng-tip helix sngle$ radians

WC pre=~e (&V=), pounds per square foot

angle of attack of fuselage center LLne, degrqes

angle of sideslip, positive with right wing leading, degrees

angle between wing chord and eleven chord, measured in a plane
Perpenucti= b tie eleven hinge line, positive for downward
deflection with respect to the wing, degrees

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

viscosity of air, slugs per footiecond
.

Coefficients indicated with a prime (t) are uncorrected for tunnel
pressure gradient and flow inclination.

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

The investigation was conducted in the Ames 6-by &foot mrpersohic
wind tunnel which is equipped with an asynunetricadjustable nozzle per–
mitting a variation in Mach number from 1.2 to 2.0 in the pressure rsnge
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of 2 to 20 pounds per square inch absolute. However, due to.certain
vibration difficulties of the present model support system, the Mach ●

number range is temporarily Mnited to a maximum of 1.7.
.—

The strain+age balance and instrumentationare described in detail .
in reference 2.

The model, pertinent dimensions of which are presented with a plan
form sket~ in figure 1, is shown mounted in the test section in the
photograph of figure 2. The wing was untwisted, had 0° incidence, and
was composed of NACA 0010 airfoil sections perpendicular to the leadlng

—

edge. A ~rcent-chord eleven was mounted on the outboard n percent
of the right wi.ngpanel. Spoilers, in heights up to the maximum wing-
section thickness, were constructed of aluminum alloy angles and were
located successively at ~, >, and 60=percent-chord stations of the

—

outboard half of the right wing panel. Tbe wing and eleven were of
solid~teel ,construction,while the fuselage was of holl~teel CO*
struction to permLt the installation of the four-component strain-gage
balance. A cutaway schematic drawing showing this installation is pre-
sented in reference 2. The fuselage was designed on the basis of mini-
mum wave drag for a given volume and length-smd had a fineness ratio of
12.5, including that portion of the body cut off to provide a method of
attaching the model to the sting support. w-“-

To shorten the testing time necessary for the lateral-control–
effectiveness investigation, the model was mounted in the test section .
with the plane of the wing placed vertically. With the model mounted
h this manner, the present model support system permits continuous
variation of the angle of sideslip during the test. Changing angle of
attack, however, entailed changing the ,rnodel.pupportsting for each
desired angle of attack.

Side forces, rolling moments, and yawing moments were measured over
a Mach ntier rage from 1.2 to 1.7 at a Reynolds mmiber of 1.5 million.
The data were then transferred to stability axes and reduced b final
coefficient form. Force measurements were made at nominal angles of
qideslip of -7, +2.5°, 0°, 2.5°, and 50 for angles of attack of 0°,
50 and lOO. The eleven deflection was varied in 10° increments from _
106 to -300.

The angle of sideslip of the model was determined optically by
means of a cathetometer. The control-surface deflections, however,
could not be determined during tests but were measured under static
conditions before each test and corrected for deflection under aer~

-.—

dynamic loading, using constants determined from static loading tests.
.

The angle of attack was fixed for each test condition by using a
sting bent to the desired az@e. Since the angles of attack could not .—

●
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be measured during the test, the angle of attack
under
load,

5

was measured initialJy
static conditions and corrected for deflection under aerodynamic
using constants determined from static loading tests.

REDUCTION OF DATA

Since the force and mnnent strain gages were located inside the
model, there were no direct force tares due to aerodynamic forces on
the sting. Effects of support interference, for the present investi–
gation, are confined to changes in base pressure and thus an effect on
drag. (See reference 3.)

Although the variations in stream curvature existing h the test
section of the Ames &by &foot wind tunnel (discussed in reference 4)
=e such fiat lateral c$mracteristics of a highly swept wing-body C-
b~tion such as the present configuration, tested at Mach numbers other
than 1.4, would be subject to sane doubt, values of the incremental
aerodynamic coefficients due to eleven deflection are reliable. Because
of the axial variations in stream angle at Wch nu+ibersabove and below
1.4, however, it is difficult to determine the effective model angle of
sideslip when testing tith the plane of the wing vertical. Therefore,
the angles of sideslip referred to h the report are nomhsl angles
referenced to the horizontal plane and as such restrict the significance
of the angle-of-sideslip effects on the control-surface-effectiveness
parameters to a qualitative indication as to tren~ with Mach number.

The total known uncertainties introduced into the aerodynamic coef–
ficients by the factors comprising the various results were determined
in the manner fully discussed in reference 5 and are of the following
magnitudes:

Quantity Uncertainty

Rol.ling+nomentcoefficient *O.0CQ8
Yawing+mnent coefficient *,Q.owl
Mach =unber
Reynolds number
Angle of attack
Eleven deflection

RESULTS

0.01
0.03X“106

*0.050
~0.250

AND DISCUSSION

In evaluating the results of the present investigation, it should
be noted that the tests were made at but one Reynolds number (1.5 million).
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Previous tests, however, made to determine the effectiveness of this
eleven as a longitudinal control (reference2),showed no appreciable
change in the effectiveness and hinge+noment parameters in the Reynolds
number range of 1.5 to 3.7 million.

Eleven Latera140ntrol Characteristics

Results of the force tests made to determine the lateral<ontrol
characteristicsof the eleven are shown in figures 3 to 8.1 Cross plots
of the basic data of figures 3, 4, and 5 (figs. 9, 10, and 11) show the
variation of rolling+oment coefficients with eleven deflection for
constant angles of sideslip for Mach .numbersof 1.2 through 1.7.

Rolliw moment.- An indication of the effectiveness of the eleven
as an aileron control is obtained from the rollin~ept coefficient
versus eleven deflection curves of figure 9. The variation of rolling-
moment coefficient was generally line= with eleven deflection through-
out the Mach number range for eleven deflections between +10° and <OO.
For negative deflections greater than 20°, however, there is an appre-
ciable decrease in effectiveness indicating probable increased separa—
tion effects with increased eleven deflection. The pitching+oment+
effectiveness curves (see reference 2) for this same eleven indicate a .
similar tendency although the lift-effectiveness curves sre essentially
linear indicating a redistribution of spanwise loading to give a shift
in cente~f~ressure position rather than a decrease in the lift-
effectivenessparameter.

Qualitatively, the effect of positive angles of sideslip (right
wing leading) was to increase the rolling-moment effectiveness of the
right wing eleven, and, conversely, negative sideslip angles decreased
the rolling+nomenteffectiveness at a Mach nuiber of 1.2. (See fig. 3.)
This effect of sideslip angle on rolling+noment effectiveness decreased
with increasing Mach number, becoming relatively small at a Mach number
of 1.7 for the range of angles of sideslip of 5° to -5°. Since, in the
present investigation, the significance of the effects of sideslip are
restricted to a qualitative indication as to trends with Mach number
(see section on reduction of data), and since the effects of sideslip
are sma~ over the range investigated, the Czt versus 5 curves are
given for various nominal angles of sideslip at 0° angle of attack only;
for the higher angles of attack, data at only 0° sideslip are presented.

lThe eleven deflection angles shown in these figures (bsetti
the unloaded condition; however, the correction due to aero
loading amounted to but 1° at angles of attack of 10° and to smaller
amounts at the lower angles of attack. The aileron deflection angles
in the”subsequent c%oss plots are fully corrected for this effect of
aerodynamic loading (see section on apparatus and test methods).

. .
—

— .

d

.
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The results from figures 9 and 11 are summarized and presented in
figure 12 in the form of the rol.ling+nomen=f factiveness paramster CZ8.
A theoretical estimation of the variation of this rolling+noment-
effectiveness parameter with Wch nuiber was made by the method of refe~
ence 6 and is presented with the e~rimental values in figure 12. As
predicted by linear theory, a very gradual loss of %8 with increasing
Mach number is evident, although only about 50 percent of the predicted
effectiveness is realized throughout the speed range investigated for 0°
angle of attack. This ratio of experimental to theoretical rolLtig-
mment effectiveness would be expected from the fact that but half the
predicted lift effectiveness of the eleven was realized. (See refer–
ence 2.) Increasing angle of attack from 0° to 10° had a moderate,
adverse effect on the rollingaome nt effectiveness of the eleven at a
Mach number of 1.2. The magnitude of this adverse effect decreased with
increasing Mach number and became negligible at Mach numbers of 1.5 to
1.7.

‘The significance of the results insofar as lateral control is COP
cerned can be assessed by using the data to detezmine the effectiveness
of the elevens in trx the wing+ody combination to a wings-level
attitude in sideslip. I&the use of the theoretical lateral-stability
derivatives of reference= it can be shown that the elevens have suffi-
cient rolLing+mmuent effectiveness to hold a wings-level attitude for
the flat wing of the present test b a maxhnnn sideslip angle of between
~ and 9° at a lift coefficient of 0.25. The use of twist and cauiberin
the wing materially @roves this condition so that, for the c~bered
and twisted wing of reference 7, it is estimated that the elevens will
hold a wings-level attitude to about 12° sideslip at a lift coefficient
of 0.25.

A better q-titative indication of the adequacy of the aileron
control can be obtained frcm the ccmputed values of the hslix angle
pb/2V produced %y 1° eleven deflection, The helix angles generated
by the wing tips in a steady roll were calculated using the expsrimen–
tal results of figure X2 and the values of the damping coefficient Cl

computed by the methmi of reference 8. 3ib/2v, t- pThese values of .

calculated, are for the un.yawedconditiau for 0° sagle of a%ack only.
Values of ths damping coefficient Clp used in ccmputing pb/2V varied

from +.252 at alfachnuniber of 1.2 to 4.282 at a Mach ntier of 1.7.
The wing4ip helix eagle per degree eleven deflection, thus derived,
reduced with increasing Mach number, with the rate of decrease gradually
lessening with increasing Mach number.. (See fig. 13. ) ~

For airplanes capable of very high speeds= maximum rolLing velocity
is believed to be more of a criterion of the required rolling perfo~
mance than pb/2V. By the use of this criterion to evaluate the rolling
p=f~ e of the eleven (a rigid wing assumed) the present eleven

.-
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could be reduced in size if used as an aileron only. TtLissupposition
is substantiatedby the data of figure 14 which show a comp=ison of

F

the pb/2V obtained from 300 total eleven deflection with that required
to attain a rolling velocity of 200° per second with a @foot ting-
span airplane of the present configuration flying at 60,0~ feet dti–
tude.

The foregoing discussion of the adequacy of the eleven in prc+-
viding lateral control must be modified in light of possible aeroelastic
effects. For supersonic speeds, the loss in aileron effectiveness due
to bending and torsional deformation of a sweptiack wing is much

-.

greater than for the equivalent wing at subsonic speeds. The reasons
for this are as follows:

Although the rolling moment due to unit aileron deflection is only
about half at supersonic speed of what it is at subsonic speed (see
reference 10), the loading due to aileron deflection.is so distributed
that the wing torsional moment (and, therefore, torsional deformation)
per degree aileron deflection is about the same in both cases, provided
the dynamic pressure is the same. To obtain a given

—

cl> the aileron
deflection at supersonic speeds must be about twice ’thedeflection
necessary at stisonic speed, resulting in twice the torsional defo~
mation. Therefore, since the rolling moment due to a given wing twist

.-

is somewhat greater at supersonicMach numbers, aileron reversal occurs
at much lower dynamic pressure”at supersonic speeds than at subsonic
speeds. Calculations show that, for an airplane equi~d with a wing

a

similar to that of the present investigation, designed for a maxhnum ‘
load factor of 2.5 cruising at M = 1.4 at 60,000 feet altitude, the
aileron effectiveness in rolLing is reduced by aeroelastic effects to
about 50 percent of that for a rigid wing. It appears, therefore, that
in the design of ailerons for supersonic swep~ing aircraft considera-
tions of the effects of elastic deformation of the ~ng are very impor-
tant.

Yawing Moment.- The yawing+uoment-coefficientincrement resulting
from positive deflection of the right wing eleven was adverse (sign of
ya~ment increment opposite to that of rollhg-moment increment)
at positive angles of attack. (See figs. 7 @d 8.) The magnitude of
the adverse yawing—momentioefficient increment increased as the wing
angle of attack increased, but was little”affected”by Mach number.
Adverse yaw tends to retard the forward movement of the upgoing *g,
resultlng in a loss in pb/2V if a rudder is not used to counteract
the yawing moment. However, the adverse yaw existing in the present
case does not appear to be serious since esthates show that it may be
overcome by use of a rudder.

—
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Spoiler Lateral-Control Characteristics

9

Results of the investigation of 50-percen*emispsn, outboard
spoilers tested in heights of 50- and 100+ercent maximum wi~ection
thickness (respectively,> and lC+percent of wing chord perpendicular
to leading edge) at &, 5&, and 6Ppercen&chord stations showed rela-
tively poor rolling effectiveness. As little Ufference in rolling-
moment effectiveness was evident for the three chordwise stations inves—
tigated data for but one chordwise spoiler location (~ercentihord

~station are presented in figure 15. The maximum rolling effectiveness
obtainable for the several spoilers tested was equal to that obttied
from about 20° deflection of the elevon~ however, a ~ked, adverse
effect of angle of attack at angles above 4° was evident over the entire
Mach ntier range investigated. Thus, as the angle-of+ttack effect on
the ro.llin&noment effectiveness of the-eleven was only moderate at Mach
numbers of 1.2 to 1.4 and tisignificant at Mach numbers of 1.5 to 1.7
(fig. 12), the present eleven is markedly superior to the spoilers
tested for lateral control of this ti~-fuselage combination.

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of the effectiveness
outboard eleven and upper-surface spoilers
for a wing of symmetrical section with the

of
as

a constant+percentihord
lateral+ontrol devices_

leading edge swept back 63°,
in conibination~th a body of revolution, disclo~d i%e fofiowing -
results for the I&ch nzmjberrange of 1.2 to 1.7 at a Reynolds nmiber of
1.5 million:

Results of tests of the effectiveness of a 3@percentihord,
~e~~ent-+emispan eleven as a lateral control indicated the following:

(a) The rollinn+aomentieffectiveness psrameter %5 was about
half that predicted by linear theory.

(b) Variation in Mach nuriberhad little effect on the rolling-
moment effectiveness of the eleven over the range investi-
gated (M=l.2 to 1.7).

“ (c) Increasing -e of atta~k from 0° to 10° had a nmderate,
adverse effect on the ro-n+aae nt effectiveness of the
eleven at a Mach number of 1.2, which decreased with
ticreasing Mach nmiber and bec&e
numbers of 1.5 to 1.7.

negligible at Mach
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(d)
.

(e)

(f)
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For a rigid wing, the present eleven is more than adequate
for ro3Mng control of this wing-fuselage combination;
however, theoretical calculations showed that aeroelastic
effects adversely influenced the rolling effectiveness.
The eleven also appears to be satisfactory in trtiing
to a wings-level condition in sideslip especially for
twisted and cambered wings.

Deflection of the eleven p’reducedsmall adverse yawing
moments at positive angles of attack.

The effectiveness of the eleven as a lateral control was little
affectedly angles of sideslip up to *5°.

.

.

2. Results of the investigation of outboard upper-surface spoilers,
tested in heights qp to the maximum wing-section thickness and located —.
successively at &, %, and 60+ercentihord stations, proved the
smoilers to be inferior to the eleven for lateral control of the present
c~nfiguration because of a rapid
attack above 4°.

Ames Aeronautical.Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee

Moffett Field, Calif.

loss in effectiveness at angles of

for Aeronautics,

. “.

-
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Aspect ratio 3.50

Taper ratio 0.25
Hinge line 70-percent chord

Airfoil section perpendicular

to leading edge: NACA 00/0
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F@n% 20- Model Installed in the wind tmnel showing devon with negative deflection.
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‘6 ‘4 -2 0 2 4 6

Angle of sideslip, ,8’, deg

[c) M“/. 4.

Figure 3.- Effect of e/even deflection on the vuriation of
ro/Z.ing-moment coefficient with ungle of sidest’ip ot various
Mach numben?. a=O 0.
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(d.) M’I.53.

.0/

o

.0/

.0/

o

:0/

-6 -4 -2

Ang/e of

0“

sio’eslip,

(f) M=L7.

2 4 6

H’, deg

Figure 3-Concludes!
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(a) M=[2.

:.-

(..]M=/.3.

.02

.01

0

:01

-.02
-6 -4 ‘2 o 2 4 6

Angle of sides/ip, p’, deg

(c)M=/ 4.
~

Figure 4.-Effect of eleven deflection on the vurkn’ion of ro//ing -

moment coefficient with angle of sio’eslip at various A4ach

numbers. Q.50

. .

.
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(d) Itf=/.53.

.02

.0/

-.0/‘

-6 ‘4 ‘2 o 2 4 6

Ang/e of sideslip, pa, deg

NACA RM A50ti7

.

.

*

— . .-

Fiwre 4.-Concluded
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.

.

-6 -4 ‘2 o 2 4 6

Angle of sideslip, B’, deg

(c)lu=/.4.

Figure 5.- Effect of eleven deflection on the variation of roll%ng-
moment coefficient with angle of sideslip at various Mach
numbers. (2=/0°
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.01

0

-.0/

.0/

o

-.0/

(d) M=/. 53. ,

(e] M+.6.

.0/ —

-.0/
09,8° A -20.5°

—n -Ll” A-3Qlo

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Ang/e of side slip, A?’, deg ~

(f) M=Lz

.

.

.

.

—

.

Figure 5.-Gonc/uded
.
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.008
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0S?8° A -205°
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:004

:008-
-6”-4-20 2 4 6

Angle of sideslip, B’, deg _

Figure, 6. ‘Effect of eleven deflection on the voriation ofyawing -
mornent coefficient with ungle of side slip at variws Much
Nmbezs. ~.oo
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.008-
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0

-.004
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.% :008

(c) M=I.4.
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s 1 I I I

p B Setting.
09.8* A q0.5°

& .

“s .004
~

o

:004

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Angle of sideslip, B’, deg

(d) /$4=/.53. -=&=-
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